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tion and international free trade. In fact, he 
finds the traditional narrative of sectional ten-
sions leading to armed conflict to be anach-
ronistic and too “resolutely nationalist in its 
spatial framing” when it comes to under-
standing the Mississippi Valley. Historians, 
he charges, have projected the geographic 
Confederacy backwards, defining the South 
by what it would later become rather than 
what it might have been. The imagined pro-
slavery empire that he explores represented 
an alternative vision of the future, the direc-
tion in which white southerners thought they 
were headed before Confederate defeat for-
ever crushed their hopes.

That said, one must wonder about the 
representativeness of some these views, 
even among Mississippi planters. Johnson 
tells us that “a very large proportion of Val-
ley slaveholders” supported the invasion of 
Nicaragua and the reopening of the Atlantic 
slave trade, but he provides little concrete 
evidence to demonstrate this widespread 
support. Instead, he relies on the writings of 
well-known proslavery spokesmen without 
much discussion of their larger resonance. 
More to the point, if reopening the slave 
trade was so popular and believed to be so 
vital to the future of the South, then why 
did delegates from the seceded states of the 
Deep South go out of their way to forever 
prohibit it when they had their chance to 
draft their own national Confederate consti-
tution in February 1861? Why let it go with-
out much more than a whimper? Johnson 

passes over this fact quickly, and there are 
several possible explanations, but a more 
thorough examination would seem to be 
required, given the thrust of his argument.

Still, this is a monumental book, and per-
haps Johnson’s greatest achievement is how 
e*ectively he conveys the uncertainty and 
fear that pervaded the daily lives of slave-
holders. Dependent on weather and crops 
that might fail, slaves who might rebel and 

certainly would resist, steamboats that might 
(and often did) explode, cotton prices that 
might drop, shipping costs that might rise, 
credit that might evaporate, paper money 
that might be valueless, distant parties who 
might be fraudulent, not to mention the un-
certain compliance of an envious nonslave-
holding southern white majority, Mississippi 
Valley planters built their society and econ-
omy on a powder keg, and they knew it. In 
a place where nothing was fixed, identities 
were uncertain, and wealth or ruin could 
come in a blink of an eye, a deep-seated and 
very much justified anxiety weighed on every 
planter’s mind and governed his actions. As 
Johnson puts it, “the Cotton Kingdom was 
less an accomplished fact than an ongoing 
project, less a fixed bastion of slaveholding 
power than an excruciating becoming.” Far 
from taking their ease on their verandas, dark 
dreams haunted the minds of the lords of the 
Cotton Kingdom, and their power and profits 
came at a terrible price. 

Historian Michael T. Bernath, Ph.D. ’05, is Tebeau 
associate professor at the University of Miami and 
the author of Confederate Minds: The Struggle 
for Intellectual Independence in the Civil 
War South (2010).

Taylor Chiu seeks a citation for words 
attributed to Jane Austen:  “Teach us that 
we may feel the importance of every 
hour, every minute, as it passes.” 

Eliot Kieval, intrigued by the famous 
assertion “I disapprove of [sometimes, 
disagree with] what you say, but I will de-
fend to the death your right to say it,” 
frequently attributed to Voltaire, is eager 
to learn of any similar declarations, in any 
language, that predate the 1906 publica-
tion of The Friends of  Voltaire, by “Stephen 
G. Tallentyre” (the pen name of English 
writer Evelyn Beatrice Hall). The quota-
tion is reported to be Hall’s paraphrase 
of Voltaire’s attitude; Fred R. Shapiro, edi-

tor of The Yale Book of Quotations, writes in 
that volume that the quotation “does not 
appear…in Voltaire’s writings.”
 
“Together” (July-August). Carmen Mun-
nelly recognized Ludwig Lewisohn’s poem 
“Together,” which begins, “You and I by 
this lamp with these/few books shut out 
the world…” and ends, “And this is mar-
riage, this is love.” Jo Salas cited Grace Pal-
ey’s “Hand-Me-Downs,” from Begin Again: 
Collected Poems, for its similar theme. 

Send inquiries and answers to “Chapter  
and Verse,” Harvard Magazine, 7 Ware 
Street, Cambridge 02138, or via e-mail to 
chapterandverse@harvardmag.com.

C h a p t e r  &  Ve r s e
Correspondence on not-so-famous lost words

The First Cotton-gin, by William L. 
Sheppard, published in Harper’s, Decem-
ber 18, 1869, shows slaves at work—and 
masters who pro"ted from their labor.
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